Welcome to our celebration of excellence for faculty and staff in the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering. This annual event offers an opportunity to celebrate the achievements and service of many of our colleagues. There are many more people who will not be singled out in this celebration who nonetheless work tirelessly on behalf of our Schools and Arizona State University. It is through these collective efforts that we can provide a distinctive engineering school, one that serves Phoenix, Arizona, the region and our profession.

Thank you for all that you do—every day—to support our students, enhance our learning environment and improve the human condition through countless research endeavors.

Paul C. Johnson
Dean and Professor
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excellence award nominees

Jankowski Award

The Daniel Jankowski Legacy Award recognizes engineering faculty whose exemplary contributions in teaching, research and public service have had a long-standing, demonstrated impact on advancing the mission of the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering. The award was established in 2001 to honor the distinguished academic career of Jankowski, who was a professor in the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences (now the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering) for 40 years until his retirement in 2004. He was associate dean of academic affairs for six years, leaving the position in 2001. He served as interim dean of the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences for one year.

Consistent with Jankowski’s own philosophy, the award places a particular emphasis on strong academic commitment including student support, quality instruction and program development.

Given every two years, the award comes with a $2,000 prize.

RECENT RECIPIENTS

James Adams (2009) President’s Professor, School for Engineering of Matter, Transport and Energy
Joseph Palais (2007) Professor, School of Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering
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Dean and Professor
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four years at fulton
asu service awards

15 YEARS
- Richard Akin | ECEE
- Loriann Bricchetto | ECEE
- Allam Chasay | SSEBE
- Joyce Donahue | ASA
- John Fowler | CIDSE
- Gerald Heyerdahl | ECEE
- Shane Johnson | ECEE
- Lina Karam | ECEE
- Robert Lewis | ETS
- George Pan | ECEE
- Patrick Phelan | SEMTE
- Ampere Tseng | SEMTE
- Dragica Vasiliksa | ECEE
- Paul Westerhoff | SSEBE
- Avi Wiel | SSEBE

10 YEARS
- Absar Alum | SSEBE
- Raja Ayyanar | ECEE
- Tomi Ellison | SBHSE
- Dennis Galabiewski | ETS
- Sandeep Gupta | CIDSE
- Stephen Helms Tillery | SBHSE
- Donley Hurd | SEMTE
- Leonidas Iasemidis | SBHSE
- Sayfe Kiae | EDO
- Matt Lavery | ETS
- Yann-Hang Lee | CIDSE
- Jitendran Muthuswamy | SBHSE
- Martin Reislein | ECEE
- Sylvia Romero | SSEBE
- Michael Siers | SEMTE
- Katherine Sisulak-Aguilar | ASA
- Bruce Steele | SEMTE
- Clyde Steinhalber | SSEBE
- Brent Vernon | SBHSE
- Anna Yi | ASA
- Junshan Zhang | ECEE

5 YEARS
- Ronald Askin | CIDSE
- Junseok Chae | ECEE
- Theresa Chai | CIDSE
- Linda Chattin | CIDSE
- Yi Chen | CIDSE
- Claudia DeLoach | EDO
- Bahar Jalali-Farahani | ECEE
- Kanav Kohli | SBHSE
- Jacob Kashwagi | SSEBE
- Narayan Kovvali | ECEE
- Joseph Kulkarni | EDO
- Joohyung Lee | CIDSE
- Rachael Lugo | SSEBE
- Veronica Lupamata | ETS
- Christine MacLeod | ASA
- Brian Nelson | CIDSE
- Durella O'Donnell | SEMTE
- Jonathan Posner | SEMTE
- Kathleen Russell | SBHSE
- Amy Sever | GOEE
- Kimberly Silentman-Kanuho | SSEBE
- Carrie Sinclair | ECEE
- Jessica Slater | EDO
- Kay Vasley | SEMTE
- Brian Volker | SSEBE
- Jason Williams | SEMTE
- Jieping Ye | CIDSE
- Hongbin Yu | ECEE

20 YEARS
- Lynn Carpenter | EDO
- Chaitali Chakrabarti | ECEE
- Aditi Chattopadhyay | ECEE
- Partha Dasgupta | CIDSE
- Peter Fox | SSEBE
- Arthur Handagan | ECEE
- Xin Hua | SEMTE
- Cheryl Ream | ECEE
- Daniel Rivera | SEMTE
- Edward Robinson | ETS
- Armando Rodriguez | ECEE

asu sun awards

retirements

William Badger | SEBE
Joe Cummings | ETS
Subhash Mahajan | SEMTE
Leonard Montenegro | SEMTE
Susan Mueller | SSEBE

Gregory Nielson | CIDSE
Joseph Palais | ECEE
Gregory Raupp | SEMTE
Ronald Roedel | ECEE
Ramendra Roy | SEMTE
Rebecca Sedestroem | ETS

asu service awards

Delilah Alirez | SEMTE
Jared Broderick | ECEE
Jeffrey Carpenter | ETS
Joe Cummings | ETS
Claudia DeLoach | EDO
Nancy Dickson | ASA
Pamela Dunn | CIDSE
Brian Dyer | SSEBE
Tomi Ellison | SBHSE
Allison Farina | CIDSE
Emily Fassett | ECEE
Andrea Feliz | STET
Richard Filley | ASA

Peggy Fussell | ASA
Susan Garrison | SSEBE
Robin Hammond | ASA
Adrienne Hott | EDO
Donley Hurd | SEMTE
Dean Kashwagi | SSEBE
Veronica Kiae | ECEE
Fahar Kiae | ECEE
Mia Kroeger | SEMTE
Jeffrey La Belle | SBHSE
Matt Lavery | ETS
Rachael Lugo | SSEBE
Richard Martorano | ETS
Ronald Milsom | ETS
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sponsors

Alofit Tempe
Arizona Diamondbacks
Arizona Science Center
ASU Gammage
Carlos O'Brien's Mexican Restaurant
Chompie's Restaurants
Corporate Office
Desert Subway, Inc.
Embassy Suites Phoenix-Tempe
Fiesta Resort Conference Center

Asu service awards

40 YEARS
- Gregory Nielsen | CIDSE

25 YEARS
- William Badger | SSEBE
- Veronica Burrows | SEMTE
- Richard Filley | ASA
- Clayton Javurek | ECEE
- George Karady | ECEE
- Stefan Myhajlenko | ECEE
- Beverly Neig | CIDSE
- Albert Thompson | SEMTE

20 YEARS
- Lynn Carpenter | EDO
- Chaitali Chakrabarti | ECEE
- Aditi Chattopadhyay | ECEE
- Partha Dasgupta | CIDSE
- Peter Fox | SSEBE
- Arthur Handagan | ECEE
- Xin Hua | SEMTE
- Cheryl Ream | ECEE
- Daniel Rivera | SEMTE
- Edward Robinson | ETS
- Armando Rodriguez | ECEE